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SO YOU'VE GOT A BIT TOO
MUCH STUFF THEN?
What you're looking at are thoughts that have turned into physical
objects. You've bought them or gathered them for a reason that your
brain told you felt good and you're holding on to them for similar
reasons.
The suggestions in this book work but the really important ingredients
are self belief and persistence. Your brain can be your friend if you tell
it to be.
Let's begin by answering 3 important questions.

WHY DO YOU THINK
YOU GOT TO THIS POINT?

WRITE HERE

WHAT IS AND ISN'T
A USEFUL THOUGHT?

WRITE HERE

HOW CAN YOU RETRAIN
YOUR THINKING
INTO USEFUL THINKING?

WRITE HERE

FOR THINGS TO WORK WE
NEED CHANGE
Most of you will have tried to sort/clear on your own or
with an over enthusiastic friend. You've tried, failed,
then you've told yourself this isn't for you because you've
felt failure and resigned yourself to it. You've probably
said something along the lines of "this is my stuff, my
life and I choose to live like this" and your brain has
listened. The words are familiar and it feels safe so you
feel safe... but are you??

CHANGE THE STORY

These limiting beliefs are holding you back and
changing them is how you are going to break free.
How?

TAKE ACTION!

ACQUISITION
"It was as important
to recognise that
everytime I was able
to resist acquiring, it
was as much of a
success as discarding
something in
addressing my
hoarding behaviour. "
P, Birmingham

The first place to look is at what is regularly coming into
the home. Can you reduce this?
Try avoiding the temptations, i.e., not going to the shops
as often, not looking in skips.
However, do ensure you look for the positives in these
actions, such as thinking about the money you will save and
the feeling of control that you will enjoy.
Remember to reward yourself for this new behaviour with a
pleasure, which isn't acquiring, i.e., a film you want to watch,
a cup of coffee you want to enjoy, a bath... you get the idea.

"YOU DON'T HAVE TO SEE THE WHOLE
STAIRCASE, JUST TAKE THE FIRST STEP."
\\MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
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PICK A STARTING POINT
Find a small area the size of a sheet of A4 paper,
put 10 minutes on a timer or simply take note of
the time.
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SIFT!
Pick each item up and ask yourself:
Can I let this go?
Where can it go? (e.g. Charity shop, recycling,
bin)
How did that make me feel? If it felt
uncomfortable, simply note that feeling
without acting on it.
Example: If the space is full of books and
recycling. Put the books you've decided can be
donated into a bag, even if it's just 3 books,
that's ok! When your 10 minutes is up, put those
bags by the front door and put any recyclable
items into their respective bins. Next, take the
donations to your closest charity shop STRAIGHT
AWAY! Or, at the very least put them in your car
with the intention to take them soon.
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PRAISE YOURSELF
You are amazing! You've just taken the first step
and you now know what success feels like!
Know this, if it feels uncomfortable or you're
finding a hundred reasons for holding on to your
stuff, THIS IS GOOD! Change is uncomfortable, that
is how you know what you're doing is working!

WHAT
NEXT?
PERSI STENCE

DO THIS ONCE A DAY, EVERY DAY.
This new behaviour now needs to be embedded so
that it becomes a habit, the new familiar.
Keep a diary of your progress and feelings.

SOME OTHER
THINGS THAT
HELP
SMILE!
The more the better, even if you don’t feel like it!

GO FOR A WALK
Get outside and be sure to notice lovely things like
flowers, trees, wildlife.

BE MINDFUL
Focus on your breathing. Breath in and out for a
few minutes, perhaps whilst you stand at a check
out or whilst you brush your teeth.

PRACTICE GRATITUDE
Find three things to be grateful for every day (this
really works).

IF YOU NEED
FURTHER HELP
There are Support Groups available in your area:
Northfield Fire Station (community room), South

Road, Birmingham, B31 2RB
7-8.30pm EVERY FIRST TUESDAY OF THE MONTH

Ward End Fire Station , Washwood Heath Road,

Birmngham, B8 2HE
7-8.30pm EVERY SECOND TUESDAY OF THE MONTH

Solihull Fire Station ,620 Streetsbrook Road, Solihull,

West Midlands, B91 1QY
7-9pm EVERY LAST TUESDAY OF THE MONTH

(Selly Oak) Bournbrook Fire station, Bristol Road,

Birmingham, B5 7SN
2-3.30pm EVERY THIRD MONDAY OF THE MONTH

CONTACT US

T: 0121 680 5287
E: help@cloudsend.org.uk
W: www.cloudsend..org.uk

YOU ARE IN
CHARGE

